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This book is designed to be an ancillary to the classes, labs, and hands on practice that you
have diligently worked on in preparing to obtain your MS-500: Microsoft 365 Certified Security
Administrator Associate certification. I won’t bother talking about the benefits of certifications.
This book tries to reinforce the knowledge that you have gained in your process of studying. It is
meant as one of the end steps in your preparation for the MS-500 exam. This book is short, but It
will give you a good gauge of your readiness.Learning can be seen in 4 stages:1.Unconscious
Incompetence2.Conscious Incompetence3.Conscious Competence4.Unconscious
CompetenceThis book will assume the reader has already gone through the needed classes,
labs, and practice. It is meant to take the reader from stage 2, Conscious Incompetence, to
stage 3 Conscious Competence. At stage 3, you should be ready to take the exam. Only real-
world scenarios and work experience will take you to stage 4, Unconscious Competence.Before
we get started, we all have doubts when preparing to take an exam. What is your reason and
purpose for taking this exam? Remember your reason and purpose when you have some
doubts. Obstacle is the way. Control your mind, attitude, and you can control the situation.
Persistence leads to confidence. Confidence erases doubts.



PrefaceThis book is designed to be an ancillary to the classes, labs, and hands on practice that
you have diligently worked on in preparing to obtain your MS-500: Microsoft 365 Certified
Security Administrator Associate certification. I won’t bother talking about the benefits of
certifications. This book tries to reinforce the knowledge that you have gained in your process of
studying. It is meant as one of the end steps in your preparation for the MS-500 exam. This
book is short, but It will give you a good gauge of your readiness.Learning can be seen in 4
stages:1. Unconscious Incompetence2. Conscious Incompetence3. Conscious
Competence4. Unconscious CompetenceThis book will assume the reader has already gone
through the needed classes, labs, and practice. It is meant to take the reader from stage 2,
Conscious Incompetence, to stage 3 Conscious Competence. At stage 3, you should be ready
to take the exam. Only real-world scenarios and work experience will take you to stage 4,
Unconscious Competence. I am not an author by trade. My goal is not to write the cleanest of a
book. This book will get to gist of things, no frills no thrills. The only purpose is to have the
reader pass the MS-500 exam. Before we get started, we all have doubts when preparing to
take an exam. What is your reason and purpose for taking this exam? Remember your reason
and purpose when you have some doubts. Obstacle is the way. Control your mind, attitude, and
you can control the situation. Persistence leads to confidence. Confidence erases doubts.Exam
TipsBe prepared. Here are some tips:1. Manage your time accordingly - Skip the questions you
can’t answer right away. Go back to it later. Only guess at the end. Don’t forget to use the
process of elimination.2. Manage your breathing and relax.3. Preparation - This includes
reading materials, online tutorials, labs, and practice exams such as this. Make sure you know
where the exam location will be. Scout the location beforehand if needed. Make sure you get
plenty of sleep not just the day before. Eat a proper diet.4. Notes – Take notes of key points as
you study. Also note your areas of weaknesses.5. Try to apply what you are studying to the real
world. Nothing takes you to ‘Unconscious Competence’ like real world experience.6. Self-
Awareness – Only you can tell if you are ready. This book can only help you, but it is up to you to
pass. No excuses.7. Go through the tech videos on and . Also read through notes and
experiences of other exam takers on .Exam QuestionsThis Azure AD connect option is best if
you have a single forest ADExpress settingsGlobal settingsCustomized settingsUpgrade from
DirSyncThis Azure RBAC role has full access to all resourcesMaster AdminUser Access
AdministratorOwnerManagerThis helps reduce the number of passwords users need to
maintainPassword hash synchronizationAzure Direct ConnectHybrid identityWindows
FederationWhich ATP feature helps detect attempts to impersonate users and custom domains?
ATP Spoofing protectionATP Anti-phishing protectionATP Pharming protectionATP Safe
LinksThis opens an untrusted site in an isolated Hyper-V-enabled containerWindows Defender
Exploit GuardWindows Defender Device Information ProtectionWindows Defender Application
ControlWindows Defender Application Guard
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